
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

TWO CREWED 57ft Trad  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SPECIFICATION 
Year: 2002 
Style: Trad 
Hull Builder: G & J Reeves 
Fit Out: First Owner 
Length: 57’ 
Cabin Headroom: 6’2” 
Draught: 2’ 
Berths: 2 
Original Steel Thicknesses: 10-6-4mm 
R.C.D: GB-RYA01110K202 
Boat Safety: To Be Confirmed 
 

DESCRIPTION 
Two Crewed is a 57ft Trad style narrowboat, previously lived aboard 
and equipped for doing so with a large inverter, a diesel stove with 
back boiler to radiators, washing machine and dryer. 
 

Accommodation is spacious and maximised for two occupants with 
a large living area and galley followed by an off-set bathroom and aft 
bedroom. 
 

Externally it is an attractively shaped boat, a classic Reeves design 
that should handle just as well as she looks. Paintwork needs some 
attention but is pretty good overall. 
 

Two Crewed is powered by a Beta Marine 38Hp engine with low 
engine hours and a class leading reputation quality and longevity. 
 

This boat will benefit from a little TLC but overall this is a very nice 
boat, after all they are a sum of their parts… and the components 
that make up Two Crewed appear to have been thoughtfully 
selected. 
 

HEATING & WATER  
Water Tank: Stainless steel - 100Gallon 
Stove: Bubble 5kw diesel stove 
Central Heating: Via diesel stove back boiler 
Hot Water: Calorifier heated by engine and 230v immersion heater 
 

ELECTRICAL & GAS 
Alternators: Twin alternators; 1 x 65A 12v Start & 1 x 120A 12v 
Domestic  
Batteries: 4 x 110Ah Domestic & 1 x 115Ah Start  
Galvanic Isolator: N/a 
Inverter/Charger: Studer 2512 Combi (inverter/charger) 2.5Kw 
230v: Supplied by landline and inverter 
Lighting: LED cabin lights throughout with additional Halogen cabin 
spot light and 1 Tungsten well deck light 
Gas: 2 x 13kg propane gas cylinders 
Entertainment: Supplied with an LCD TV and  
 

ENGINE & MAINTENANCE 
Engine: Beta B38 – 38Hp 
Engine Hrs: 3,834.5 Hrs - 19

th
 of February 2019 

Engine Servicing: Unknown 
Gearbox: PRM 120 Mechanical gearbox 
Bow Thruster: N/a 
Fuel Tank: Approx 70 gallons 
Last Blacked: Unknown 
 

INTERIOR  
Insulation: Sprayed polyurethane foam 
Fit Out: Oak/Ash panelled interior throughout 
Flooring: Carpet to all living areas and wood effect laminate flooring 
through the galley  
Seating: N/a 
Cooking: Spinflo Caprice MKIII cooker with 4 burner hob, oven and 
separate grill 
Fridge/Freezer: Under counter 12v 4cuft fridge with freezer box 
Washing Machine: Cady Aqua 1000T / Separate dryer 
Galley Worktops: Grey marble effect laminate 
Toilet: Thetford CS200 Cassette 
Shower: Laminated cubicle with glass door 
Basin: Semi-cantilevered on vanity unit 

EXTERNAL 
Paintwork: Dark blue with cream coachlines, cabin roof is grey 
Side Doors: N/a 
Lockers: Bow gas locker and foredeck seat lockers 
Windows: Black powdered coated single glazed portholes and 
widows throughout; all drop top hopper style with the exception of a 
sliding window to the galley 
 

EQUIPMENT 
Sold as seen inclusive of general inventory; to include cruising 
equipment, white gods and electronics such as TV etc. 

Any information relating to the history or condition of the Boat supplied by the Company is only as supplied to the Company by the Seller and the Company cannot be held 

responsible and shall not be liable in any way if such information proves to be inaccurate. It is the responsibility of the Buyer to ensure that all particulars given in the course of 

the purchase of the Boat are accurate. Such particulars are intended only as a guide and do not constitute a term of any contract. 

     PRICE: £48,950   
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01270 525046 
nick.b@aqueductmarina.co.uk 
www.aqueductbrokerage.co.uk 


